GBM Banquet Menu

Live in Harmony
Rabbit – Carrot – Szechuan
Boat Trip
Mackerel – Nectarine – Tomato
The Brecon Beacons
Lamb – Chive – Garden Greens
Apple Scrumping
Apple – White Chocolate – Caramel

Garden Companion.
Outdoor life and hunting have always been of a huge importance to me because I love cooking and
always have, and cooking sympathetically and with understanding of a product you really need to have
the knowledge of where it’s from, and the process of getting it to the table.
I bought my first airgun donkeys years ago and the memories that flood through are times when I
would be out on a summer evening rabbit shooting, then being able to implement them onto a menu
fills me with great pride.
Now days there are people who shoot for us here at the hall, but with the each rabbit that comes in you
can’t help wanting to be back out relaxing on a summer evening ready for a shoot.
As Eco Hotel of the Year it’s a hugely important aspect of the estate – to live in harmony with our
garden companions. We plant three and they enjoy one, they play an integral eco part in the gardens.
Boat Trip
Fond memories of holiday boat trips with my family down in Devon and Cornwall. My dad would
always take me fishing off a boat and it was Mackerel, Mackerel, Mackerel. With Dads help we set the
BBQ up and I’d just get cooking, my instincts kicked in or Granny’s guidance helped me along.
Best of Wales
Llangoed is your archetypal Country House Hotel and with that you need a classic. Breconshire has
some of the best in the world. So here is some of our own reared lamb from Llangoed’s farm next
door.
Apple Scrumping
As a lad, and who didn’t do this!! Me and my mate used to go scrumping for apples round the posh
houses with big gardens. We’d jump the fence and nick the apples and leg it back over.
Fortunately here at Llangoed we have over 30 different types of apples to choose from, which is great,
as I couldn’t jump the fence now…

